7th and 8th Grade Visual Arts Foundation Program

An education for all human beings needs to
explore in some depth a set of key human
achievements captured in the venerable
phrase ‘the true, the beautiful, and the good.’
(Gardner, The Disciplined Mind, 2000)

The 7th and 8th grade Foundation Program offers a structured introduction to the visual arts and
to techniques, methods, and concepts common to the creative disciplines. It aims to develop
visual literacy, encourage artistic perception and cultivate resourcefulness and character. It
forms the base that establishes the fundamental studio practice and principles for all visual art
expression. In addition to presenting traditional vocabulary, theory, media and technique, the
foundation program encourages creative thinking and problem solving, visual thinking and
perceptual and imaginative abilities. Most importantly, and beyond the pedagogy of art, we
want to share with young artists the power and beauty of the visual arts and help them
understand its potential in their lives.

There are five important areas for growth that we explore in 7th and 8th grade visual arts classes:
perception, resourcefulness, character, craftsmanship and vocabulary. We vary our activities
and assignments, but generally cover the same skills and refer to these areas across media.

Perception
Students are guided through a series of exercises to improve their skills of perceiving and are
introduced to multiple strategies for perceiving and observing more thoughtfully.
•

Composition- While composition is a consideration in almost every assignment, students
are introduced to different types of composition and its function in an artwork.

•

Perspective- One-point and two-point perspective are taught and practiced in both 2dimensional and 3-dimensional assignments. Students are expected to transfer their
understanding of perspective across media.

•

Observation- We work from nature (objects, portraits, landscapes). Cross contour line
and value study in both 2-D and 3-D assignments sensitize the young artist to scrutiny of
surface and scrutiny of light.

Resourcefulness
•

Resourcefulness- The ability to approach visual solutions from many angles is modeled
and encouraged. Within all projects, multiple approaches and methods of problem
solving are explored. Students are encouraged to develop their work beyond visual
stereotypes and to display the effort needed to do so

Character
•

Conscientious effort- The practice of staying with a project and idea is modeled and
encouraged. Students are taught proper studio behavior and time is devoted to
discussions about respect for materials, facilities, self and others. The young artists are
encouraged to value and respectfully receive unfamiliar processes and cultures. And

they are expected to extend their reach by pushing beyond their current level of
understanding toward fuller comprehension of art.

Craftsmanship
•

Respect- Students are expected to respect the processes in art and the extended effort
that may be required to fully explore their ideas. They are expected to demonstrate that
they have acquired skills in craftsmanship by the condition and presentation of their work.

Vocabulary
7th and 8th graders are expected to become familiar with the basic vocabulary of art through
critiques, discussions, and conversations with visiting artists

7th Grade 3-D Curriculum
Relief Tile from Natural Objects
For the first activity in Sculpture, the
7th grade sculptors choose natural
objects to compose within a clay slab
frame.
2-D perspective is visited
again (introduced in Drawing and
Painting this year) and composition of
the rectangle is explored as it is in
Drawing and Painting. The counterintuitive skewing of space that is
required in 3-D perspective is also
introduced
and
experienced.
Students learn how to use the slab
roller, how to work in both an additive
and
subtractive
method
and
learn/review proper handling of clay
and clay tools. Students are shown
examples of compositions and see a
demonstration of the effect of shrinking the depth of an object in a relief sculpture to help them
understand three-dimensional perspective. Careful modeling and observation of the natural
forms is demonstrated and the Fibonacci sequence (to which they are introduced in 7th grade
math) is referenced to encourage students to more closely observe and understand certain
natural forms. In all their 3-D activities, students are encouraged to try out several solutions to
their designs before settling on one.

Glaze/Surface Control
The 7th grade sculptors are
introduced
to
earthenware
underglazes, glazes, Raku glazing,
as well as burnishing and sawdust
firing. When the relief tiles are ready
to
be
glazed,
students
are
expected to use the glazing
methods most appropriate to
replicate colors and textures of the
natural object to develop control of
the surface of their sculptures.
During their 3-D semester the 7th
grade sculptors will also use and fire
Raku glazes and learn how to
burnish pots.

Mining Clay
The sculptors learn how clay is formed in nature, what it is made of, and various ways of finding it.
They dig up clay that they find on campus and process it and prepare it for use. They see a
video about a Native American potter who uses the same processes as the students, including
burnishing raw clay and making and firing a kiln.

Building and Firing a Sawdust Kiln
This is the next step after the mined clay has
been modeled into small pots, sculptures, etc.
Students learn how to construct a sawdust kiln
with an emphasis on creating enough heat to
vitrify the clay and a reduction (carbon)
atmosphere to permeate the clay body with
black.
The sculptors use a pyrometer to
measure the kiln temperature which usually
ranges from 12000 to 15000 F.

Sawdust Fired Pots

Raku Whistles
The young sculptors are introduced to
Raku clay and its properties and shown
the technical properties of a clay whistle
or ocarina. From there, they must disguise
the whistle within another form. Some
choose to tune the whistles, others
concentrate on the form. The sculptors
are shown various sample whistles, each
with the actual whistle construction
hidden inside the sculpture. They are
encouraged to experiment with forms that
will economically and cleverly hide the
whistle while still making a working whistle.
Solving the construction issues requires the
student to think spatially and move the
whistle around visually to accommodate it
inside another form. Craftsmanship is key.

Raku Firing
Students are introduced to Raku firing which
allows them to observe the actual melting
and flowing of the glaze as it happens. They
observe the effect of carbon on molten glaze,
contrasting this kind of firing with electric firing
which takes place in a carbon free
environment. The sculptors’ experience with
clay and glaze in 7th grade is visceral and
basic to later understanding of materials and
techniques.

Drawing With Wire in Space
The sculptors make portraits of each other
using steel wire brazed into a 3-D portrait
head. Cross contour lines are emphasized
along with economy of line: making every line
indispensible. In the spring semester, students
choose an insect as a model. This activity
mirrors the 2-D cross contour experiences and
forces the sculptors to look more closely at
form and make more thoughtful choices
when modeling and drawing.

Lioness Whistle
(blow through the muzzle)

Cast Bronze in a Cuttlebone
The young sculptors carve away the soft area of a cuttlebone, visualizing the positive form that
that would be cast from the negative space carved out. Bronze is melted in a small crucible
and poured into the cuttlebone mold and the bronze is removed a few minutes later, revealing
the form. Again the sculptor must visualize both the positive and negative forms in deciding
what to carve. This activity can be completed in 2 days, so the young artist can quickly see the
positive result of subtractive carving.

8th Grade 3-D Curriculum
The 8th grade sculpture experience is an extension of the 7th grade foundation program in
structure but is broader and deeper in scope. Students are introduced to the role of content in
art and to the concept of meaning in art. Exercises will again complement their 2-D experience
and include learning to appreciate and control proportion, perspective and composition and
the 8th grade sculptors can expect activities that will challenge their resourcefulness. They will
learn to throw on the potter’s wheel and can expect to learn a variety of new skills including
extruding, slab building and more advanced modeling using perspective. More important,
however, is the introduction of content in art and the ability of the artist to persuade the viewer.

Tile Relief from a Geometric Still Life
The 8th grade sculptors begin their
semester with a relief tile, building on
their 7th grade experience. They must
compose the design and use 2-D and
3-D perspective. This time, however,
the spatial illusion is much more subtle,
requiring the compression of a 30”
space down to about 1/2”. The still life
is a rather boring arrangement of
cubes, rectilinear forms and cylinders
arranged in a way that could elicit
urban buildings, and once the relief is
finished, the student may transform
the space into a city with as many
details as they want, maintaining the
spatial illusion. They will see examples
of architectural reliefs and previous
city solutions by other students. The
students’ skills of perception are
exercised by being asked to make
judgments about the quality and

effectiveness of their choices. The students’ resourcefulness is encouraged in designing a city,
maintaining the perspectives and balancing that with humor or pathos.

Trompe L’Oeil Container
The students are instructed to design a container
made of clay that doesn’t look like a container
and doesn’t look like clay. They are introduced to
new building methods including the extruder,
plaster
molds
and
slab
construction.
Craftsmanship is emphasized as well as finding the
most effective building method for their particular
form. The discussion centers around the influence
an artist can have on her viewer and the humor
of tricking the eye.
(right, the seafood stir-fry can be lifted out making
the takeout box a container)

Wheel Thrown Mug and Bowl
The students are introduced to wheel throwing skills beginning with a cylinder and progressing to
a bowl form. They will explore proportion through discussions about wheel thrown cups and
bowls and are expected to evaluate the proportions of body to foot, handle to cup and interior
to exterior.

Figure Study in Brazed Steel
The students are introduced to figurative proportion
and gesture with a brazed steel figure study. They will
learn brazing skills and safety guidelines and construct
a figure based on the proportion examples presented.
Gestural decisions and proportional adjustments are
developed by experimentation and posing for each
other.

Brazed Vehicle
The sculptors may choose a one, two or three-wheeled vehicle, linear in design (tricycle,
unicycle, motorcycle, skateboard, dolly) in which the wheels (and other components) actually
function. Resourcefulness and craftsmanship are emphasized and the students are encouraged
to experiment to find the most elegant design for the various movements.
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

	
  

7th and 8th Grade Painting and Drawing	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

7th and 8th Grade Painting and Drawing Curriculum
Perception
Students are taught the principles of linear perspective and are then shown methods of
translating that knowledge when drawing from observation. Students are taught observational
techniques, such as measuring and transferring angles, and are asked to become sensitive to
proportional relationships. Students become aware of how to create convincing illusionistic
space.
Students are asked to draw or create compositional studies of almost everything they draw.
They are taught to use compositional aid devices to select compositions, and understand that
they are using the devices as they’d use a viewfinder in a camera. Composition is discussed
when art historical images are shown. Students begin to understand that intuition plays a
tremendous part in composing and that not all choices are reasoned.

Resourcefulness
The 8th grade self-portrait assignment allows for more personalized and conceptual work. Eighth
graders are asked to draw 10 minute studies of themselves in pen as preparatory work to the
longer, more sustained drawing. Students become familiar with proportions and begin to learn
to draw more intuitively. They are asked to take an experimental approach and draw
themselves from a variety of views and with varied facial expressions. Choices in placement of
the portrait on the page, facial expression, point of view and use of contrast all speak to an
individual’s resourcefulness in the final drawing.
The lower school painting and drawing students demonstrate resourcefulness with their
compositional choices when beginning work from the landscape and still life.
During
demonstrations, composition is discussed at length and students are told that their choices will
have a tremendous impact on the success of their final work. Students choose to work vertically
or horizontally and make conscious decisions as they peer through the compositional aid
devices selecting a composition that will ideally communicate the most depth and visual
interest.
When working from the landscape in particular, students also demonstrate
resourcefulness through their selective editing of information.
Resourcefulness is also demonstrated by students when working on value assignments. We ask
them to assign values in black, white and tones of grey when observing objects in full color.
Conversely, students also have to be resourceful when painting; they are given a limited palette
of only the primaries and white and are taught to mix secondary and tertiary hues, shades, tints
and tones. Students are required to look extremely closely at the color of the objects and
analyze whether it’s cool or warm, intense or grayed, and whether its value is light, medium or
dark. The exercise is really quite advanced, as they truly have to analyze color for all of its
properties. Students then have to mix the color, constantly adjusting it until it’s as close as
possible to the observed hue. Students also learn about simultaneous contrast as they work.
Before beginning the portrait project, 7th graders are asked to draw silhouettes of one another.
Students often experience difficulty ignoring interior details. Students are asked to purely
analyze the shapes they see and reduce the portrait to its most essential form. Recognizing the
shapes is perhaps perceptive, but the students’ choice of placement on the page is resourceful.

Character
The more casual climate of the painting and drawing studio requires students to exhibit a little
more maturity, self-control, and cooperation than is perhaps needed in other disciplines.
Students are given more freedom (for instance, they don’t sit in assigned seats) and are
expected to behave in a way that is conducive to a productive, enriching, and cooperative
environment. Students are asked at the beginning of the year to show respect for the studio,
their teachers, each other, the maintenance staff, their own work, the work of others, and
classroom supplies. The faculty models seriousness of subject and steers conversation to the
subject at hand. The faculty expects students to have the same level of engagement that they
bring to their other classes. Students are asked to be responsive, thoughtful and respectful in
their interactions with visiting artists. The 7th grade portrait assignment in particular is a
cooperative project that expects good citizenship. Students sit in quadrangular arrangements,
drawing each other in profile and are expected to be kind in their interactions with the person
whom they’re drawing. During critiques, the faculty asks for a respectful, supportive attitude
and approach to talking about other peoples’ work. Because students are all working on the
same assignments they should be able to recognize things that benefit their work and others’.

Craftsmanship
All instruction in technique also emphasizes craftsmanship. Students are shown the proper
methodology for applying media and caring for materials and their work. Since verisimilitude is
an objective of each assignment, careful application of the media is a necessary skill.

Vocabulary
Before most assignments art history examples are shown and appropriate language is used to
discuss an artist’s technique, the stylistic period from which it comes, etc. In the 7th and 8th grade
the faculty introduce and reinforce some basic skills and vocabulary (horizon line, orthogonal,
primaries, secondaries, tones, tints, etc.). Students learn vocabulary through demonstrations and
presentations and are expected to use that language during critiques and discussion.

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

7th Grade 2-D Curriculum
For the first class period, students participate in a lesson that illustrates the correlation between
writing and drawing. Students are asked to remember their first attempts at writing and watch
as their teacher draws each letter in a childlike manner. The word practice becomes
particularly important as the students watch their teacher’s printing develop and remember
their activities to develop their own. Class discussion includes pictographic languages and ends
with students learning a mantra that helps them when they think they “can’t draw.”

Line Drawing
Students are shown a demonstration before
drawing a shoe in profile using contour line.
Students are asked to draw as slowly as
possible, following the outer and inner contours
of the object with pencil. It is emphasized that
their hand not move more quickly than their
eyes and to support that, students are asked to
not lift their pencils from the page. Students
must make decisions about editing and are
asked to think about how to use line to
describe the dimensionality of the form. Line
weight and pressure are discussed, as well as
emphasis on drawing what is seen rather than
what is believed to be true.

Variation
Students draw two shoes of varying scale on the same
page.

Students use pen and a scribbled line
approach to build value and dimensionality.
They are asked to not lift their pen or merely
“fill in.” Students use a circular motion and
build value through line.

Students use pen and a scribbled line
approach to draw from the landscape.

Value
Students begin a portrait assignment by using the side of a small piece of vine charcoal on a
half sheet of newsprint. Each is assigned a model; students sit in a quadrangular arrangement so
that each may draw while posing. Students are asked to think about the sitter’s profile
(silhouette) only and to abstract what they’re observing by describing the head and face as
shape only. Students create a darkened silhouette of their sitter. Proportions are discussed.
Next, students are given better paper before creating another silhouette of the same person.
Students are then asked to “wipe down” that drawing and re-establish the profile. Students
learn
that
their
work
improves through practice
and that drawings often
develop through stages.
Then students develop the
portraits by using kneaded
erasers to model the face.
Since the silhouette is
darkened, most work is
done
subtractively.
Students are asked to
continue to avoid using
line in order to make the
drawings as dimensional as
possible.

Perspective
Students are given a one
period introduction to the
history
of
Western
linear
perspective.
Students then
draw theoretical boxes in one
and two point perspective,
following
direct
instructions
from their teacher. All drawing
is done without the use of rulers
or straightedges. Students are
taught to use the “knife hold”
position and to draw actively,
utilizing their shoulders and
elbows rather than wrists in
order to create the straightest
lines possible.
Students are
then shown how artists measure
and transfer angles, while
incorporating their knowledge
of the principles of linear perspective to create accurate drawings. Each student then creates a
pencil drawing of observed boxes in two-point perspective.

Value Continued
Students create a five-step value scale
using white pastel, vine charcoal and
compressed charcoal on a half sheet of
grey pastel paper. Students then use a
compositional aide device to choose a
composition from a still life before sketching
it with vine charcoal. Using the scale for
reference, students then model the objects
using a full range of value. Students are
asked to pay attention to local and relative
values, as well as highlight and shadow.

Color
7th graders are introduced to the color wheel. Primary, secondary and tertiary color is discussed,
as is the difference between pigment and light. Students create a color chart with acrylic paint,
applying primary colors before mixing secondary. Students then mix and apply shades, tones,
and tints to the chart. Brush care and paint application are discussed, as well as color
temperature, intensity, simultaneous contrast, and the emotional effects of color.

(Color, continued)

Full Palette Still Life
Students create a full color acrylic painting of
the same still life arrangement they selected
for their value studies.
Using only the
primaries and white, students are asked to
mixed color to approximate what they
observe.
Value, intensity, contrast, and
graying of color are stressed.

8th Grade 2-D Curriculum
Line
Students use pen to sketch small self-portrait studies on white paper. The studies are timed at 10
minutes each so that students work quickly to establish proportions. Emphasis is placed on
drawing from observation. In order to help facilitate a loose, searching approach, students are
encouraged to not pick up their pens or to start a drawing over within the 10 minute time frame.
It is suggested to students that they
experiment with facial expression and
movement/placement of the head. This
page
of
drawings
is
considered
preparatory work for finished self-portrait
drawings in full value.

(Line, continued)

Students
use
pencil
to
sketch
an
arrangement of simple still life objects (at
least one object in the arrangement is
rectilinear).
Next, students develop the
drawing using cross contour line to
emphasize the dimensionality of the forms.
Line weight, pressure, direction and
variation are discussed.

Value
Utilizing the knowledge they’ve gained from their
preparatory drawings, students begin self-portraits using vine
charcoal on an 18” x 12” sheet of charcoal paper. Students
are
placed
under
directed light and are
asked to use the side of
the drawing material to
block in shadow on their
faces and necks. They’re
then asked to blend or
“wipe
down”
the
drawing with a piece of
paper towel and repeat.
Next,
student
use
kneaded
erasers
to
describe highlights and to
model the form. Students
are encouraged to focus
on value rather than line
in order to make the
drawings as dimensional
as possible. Students are ultimately given charcoal pencils in
the final stages of the drawing in order to darken values.

(Value, continued)
Using the same arrangements and
compositions used for their cross
contour drawings, students again
sketch the composition with pencil,
though this time on watercolor paper.
Students then use black tempera
thinned with water to create a wash
drawing in full value. That drawing is
considered preparatory work for the
final assignment- a full color painting of
the still life.

Perspective

Students revisit linear perspective. Using pencil, students
draw boxes from observation. Each drawing remains
purely linear and takes one class period to complete.

Variation
Students draw an arrangement of books, suitcases,
cylinders and paper bags from observation. Drawing
is completed in full value using charcoal and white
pastel on charcoal paper.

Color
Students create a full color acrylic
painting of the same still life arrangement
they selected for their cross contour and
wash drawings. Using only the primaries
and white, students are asked to mix
color to approximate what they observe.
Value, intensity, contrast, and graying of
color are stressed.

Students place two sheets of 9” x 12” dark
grey charcoal paper on their boards.
Students are then reminded of how to use
their compositional aide devices to select
a composition and are given guidance
on how to proceed sketching it. Working from what is observed in the far distance to what is
observed closest to them, students use chalk pastel to mix and apply color to approximate their
observations. Mark making and drawing from observation (rather than memory or visual
stereotypes) are emphasized. Vocabulary such as atmospheric perspective, background,
middle ground and foreground are all reinforced. In general, one of the drawings is completed
inside and one outside, depending on weather.

Variation
The same assignment as above is completed with
watercolor instead of pastel. More color mixing and
greater control of the media is required.

	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  
	
  

8th Grade 3-D Curriculum
Andrew Denney

All Grade Levels Concept and Skill Building Techniques

The significant areas of evaluation for all grade level students are perception, resourcefulness,
character, craftsmanship, and vocabulary. These concepts teach students to successfully find a
deeper understanding of the value of art as an important vehicle for learning.

Perception
Students are challenged to widen their perception of the elements that comprise a successful
form by examining the foot, body, and rim relationships of their wheel thrown and hand built
vessels. They are encouraged to examine proportion, surface, volume, firing techniques, and to
develop strong clay construction skills that effectively address these concerns. The student’s skills
of perception are strengthened through repeated practice and experience with clay.

Resourcefulness
Resourcefulness with clay is a process of thoughtful practice with the material. Students are
challenged by the nature of clay, its potential and limitations. They have permission to fail
because failure informs their future success in handling clay. They must be resourceful in
developing the skills needed to manipulate clay for their desired result. Clay demands
resourcefulness because each student has to develop his own unique way of executing the fine
motor skills required for success.

Character
Clay has the ability to strengthen a student’s character by the nature of the material and the
ceramic process. Clay is fragile by nature and many unforeseen problems can occur during the
ceramic process. Students are exposed to these issues and are taught and expected to behave
in a mature manner so that all students have an opportunity for success in a collective studio
environment. Insisting on proper studio practices develops personal growth, respect for their
classmates and themselves as well as work made within the studio.

Craftsmanship
Impeccable craftsmanship is the ultimate goal for all students. Skills associated with good
craftsmanship are not only explored to make beautiful objects but are emphasized as a means
to successfully communicate students’ ideas.

Vocabulary
Clay and the ceramic process has its own vocabulary such as stoneware, earthenware, green
ware, bisque firing, glaze firing, kilns, etc. Students are taught and expected to use ceramic

terminology when discussing the ceramic process. They are also taught the language used to
describe and evaluate art through presentations, gallery visits, guest artists and through the
critical examination of their own work and the work of others.

The foundation for Mr Denney’s 8th grade sculpture curriculum is based on the history, aesthetics,
and objects associated with the Japanese Tea Ceremony. Students learn several hand-building
skills to construct simple footed ceramic bowls. Techniques covered include wedging, pinching,
forming bowls by hand, paddling clay, use of various ribs, rolling coils, slip and score, carving
methods, as well as glazing strategies.
The students use two different clay bodies to introduce them to the clay available at the John
Burroughs School. The first clay is Red Earthenware clay that is the main clay body. The second is
white Stoneware that is used for Raku firing. Raku firing is based on an ancient Japanese firing
technique.
During the semester the students view three slides shows that expose them to the story of Tea,
inside a Japanese clay studio, and the business aspect of professional artists working in clay.
These presentations discuss the historical, political, philosophical, and spiritual concepts involved
in the creation of tea ceremony utensils. It also informs the glaze designs of the work, which
celebrates the Japanese Tea Garden and its aesthetics.
The use of basic visual vocabulary is encouraged, such as composition, form, content, color,
surface, tones, and clear form and finish relationships. Specific ceramic terminology such as
green ware, bisque ware, glaze ware and kiln firings is covered.

Hand Building Projects: Introduction to Clay and Teacups

Students will create small teacups using various hand-building techniques using our stoneware
clay body. Skills covered include wedging, pinching a bowl, use of paddles, rolling a coil, and
slip and scoring. The emphasis is on equal thickness throughout the form. The rim should be round,
smooth, and suitable for drinking. Instruction on how carve a drinkable rim is covered. These
cups will be used as part of a tea ceremony performed at the end of year.

Large Tea Bowls
Students will create two
large earthenware tea
bowls using the same
skills
as
with
the
teacups. The increased
scale of these pots and
the different clay body
challenges
students.
Ribs are introduced to
create volume in the
vessel. Emphasis on
equally
thick
walls,
good volume, smooth
rim, foot ring, slip and
scoring, and strong
craftsmanship
is
expected.

Glazing Projects
Teacups will be glazed with our Raku glazes. The kiln and firing process is covered in the slide
presentation and at the schools own Raku kiln. The firing technique allows for unexpected results
that enhance the organic qualities of the form. Information on both Japanese and American
Raku are covered in this project.
The large earthenware tea bowls will be
glazed using underglazes and commercial
glazes. The first tea bowl will be glazed to
celebrate the Japanese Tea Garden.
Students are encouraged and challenged
to recall visual information discussed in the
slide show for their inspiration. Students are
allowed to form their own composition
using various forms and colors found in the
garden. Glazing techniques covered
include use of a sponge to apply
underglaze,
brush
techniques,
and
overglaze application.
The second bowl is glazed using masking
tape to create geometric imagery on an
organic form. Students are allowed to form
their own geometric composition for their
work. Instruction on how to use an x-actor
knife to cut various geometric forms and
layer different imagery is covered.

Considerations for Concepts and Ideas
. make pots that consider the elements that make up the structure of the
vessel: the foot, body, and rim relationships
. surface treatment as it relates to the object
. the relationship between the inside and outside of the pot
. how does the form relate the student’s idea
. the best firing technique for the student’s ideas such as electric kiln firing,
raku, or reduction
. historic and contemporary references will be encouraged as a source of inspiration

Yixing Teapot Project
This project challenges students
to create a personal teapot form
inspired by Yixing teapots from
China. They will use the skills
already covered in the Tea bowl
project to construct their teapot
form.
New
skills
introduced
include forming spouts, lids, and
handles. The emphasis will be
making a cohesive teapot form
that considers all the parts of the
teapot working together in a
clear composition. Students have
three different styles to work from.
They include naturalistic, which
replicates tree trunks, plants, and
flowers; ribbed, which includes
stylized fruits, flowers, and plants
and geometric, which include
spheres, cubes, cylinders, and
similar forms.

Beginning Wheel Projects
Students will be exposed to the skills associated with making objects on the wheel. The focus will
be on the basic skills such as centering, drawing up clay, forming an object, and trimming a foot
ring. The students will deal with the object they make rather than the object they want to make.
As the students advance their skills, they will be then expected to then have a specific form in
mind to investigate. This can be a bowl, cup, or cylinder. The emphasis then is to design a
concept for the pot.

(Beginning Wheel Projects, continued)

8th grade students are expected to engage in a dialogue about their work and to be able
communicate effectively when speaking about work done by others. To that end, terms such as
composition, form, content, surface, tones, and form and finish relationships help comprise the
vocabulary students learn in the 8th grade. Specific ceramic terminology such as greenware,
bisqueware, and kiln firing is also covered.

